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Because of the huge number of immigrants there is a lot of cultural diversity.

This paper will attempt to study and research the process by which most 

foreigners in countries like the U. S. A and others adapt to culture in a 

different cultural setting while also analyzing some authored books on 

cultural adaptation. CULTURE ADAPTATION Culture adaptation is the 

evolutionary process by which individuals modify their personal habits and 

customs to fit in to a particular culture. It can also refer to gradual changes 

within a culture or society that occur as people from different backgrounds 

participate in the culture and share their perspectives and practices. 

Adapting to a new environment takes time and the pace of transition varies 

from person to person even In a book re-edited by Claire Crams, Ekes De 

Boot and Ralph B Ginsberg, languages can also undergo cultural adaptation. 

According to the renowned researchers Charles A. Ferguson and Tom Huber, 

a myth concerns the way people differ in their ability to learn languages. In 

America for example Americans believe that aptitude is very important. 

They assume that individuals differ greatly in aptitude. Many American 

individuals claim that they themselves have no aptitude for languages and 

could never learn one, whereas some people they know and lassies as ‘ good

at languages’. Several first rate Americans universities waives their language

requirements if a test shows that a particular student has poor language 

skills. 

In connection to this, it is interesting to compare attitudes towards foreign 

competencies in English with those towards American competencies in FL 

(Foreign Languages). Am American lack of competence in FL is often 
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attributed to low aptitude whiles a foreigner lack of competence in English 

may be attributed to lack of opportunity, laziness or other explanatory 

factors but rarely to lack of aptitude. This in turn translates to create the 

idea hat a foreigner with an excellent command of is somehow more 

competent in other ways than one whose command of English is not that 

good. Therefore in addition to this emphasis on aptitude, Americans hold 

conventionalism notions almost stereotypes about the relative difficulty of 

languages and therefore usually prefer to stick to English language which is 

within their comfort zone whenever they are in a foreign country. Another 

Book by Miranda Van Tillable on cultural shock and homesickness had 

researches such as Berg defining the concept of cultural shock as a 

frequently reoccurring process of adaptation to cultural differences. 

The culture Shock hypothesis and concept implies that the experience of 

immigrants or visitors to a new culture is unpleasant or shocking partly 

because it may lead to a negative evaluation of one’s own culture and/or the

other culture he is now experiencing. When customary experiences no longer

seem relevant, the usual behavior of people seems totally different and 

become unusual. Lack of familiarity With the environment is what causes this

effect. Culture shock is nowadays seen as a temporary stress reaction which 

is difficult to control or even predict, however even though a person is 

anxious ad confused, he or she has time to develop a new set of cognitive 

constructs to understand and enact appropriate behavior. Writers on Culture 

shock have most often referred to individuals lacking points of reference, 

social norms and rules to guide their actions. 
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Most of the investigations on Culture shock have been descriptive and have 

Only attempted to list the difficulties that sojourners experience and their 

typical reactions however less attention is paid to whom the shock will be 

more intense (examples; the old, the less educated, the less open minded), 

what determines which reaction a arson is likely to experience or how long 

the person will remain in shock. It only seems to suggest that people will 

suffer culture shock to some extent and that it will be usually unpleasant and

even stressful. Finally with regards to Cultural adjustments, the Author 

Change Alai believes the ability to fit into a different environment and to 

acquire culturally appropriate skills is crucial to defining how long 

immigrants or visitors may decide to stay. A lot of problems are encountered

by immigrants and these problems usually do not encourage them to stay 

longer. Usually sojourners do not only have the need o learn how nationals 

function in the environment but also behavioral skills that help them fit into 

the culture. During this interview we will attempt to discuss several issues 

regarding why he decided to move to the Czech Republic in the first place as

well as various topics that border on cross cultural differences and 

experiences he has encountered since moving to the Czech Republic. So 

over to you now Sir, First of all let me thank you for taking time of your busy 

schedule to grant me this interview. 

Can you please tell as something about yourself? Interviewee : am a 

Ghanaian citizen by birth, born and bred in Accra the CaSacra city of Ghana, 

however I am currently living and studying in the Czech republic. I ave been 

liveve here for the past 1 and half years. am a studentAmf Mendel 
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University, and currently in my final year of my Masters Study programme. 

Iprogrammer the Faculty of international Relations in Mendel University. 

Interviewer: Smiles 0 Wow, quite interesting. So I may ask, how did all this 

start? mean why didMean decide to travel to the Czech republic in the first 

place? Interviewee: He laughs. My dad will tell you I am here purposely to 

study, thaes only 5that’sue. For me the main reason or motivation for 

moving to the Czech Republic was just to be a new environment, meet new 

people and experience different cultures nd travel. 

Hprogrammere you? Interviewee : recently turned 24. Interviewer: You also 

said you have been here for a year and half already. How long do you intend 

to stay here? Interviewee : It’s hard to say exactly how long because think 

that mostly depends on a lot of factors such as whether my university will 

offer me a chance to study for my PHD here or whether I am able to get 

some job or maybe some relationship with a nice Czech lady can also compel

me to Stay. Interviewer: So this means you are interested in staying 

longer??? Yes. I guess wouldn’t mind staying longer. I think Brno is a 

niBornlace to live, so why not! C] Interviewer: Do you have a partner or 

family member in Czech Republic? No.. 

. Absolutely nobody So when exactly did you arrive in the Czech Republic? 

Interviewee ; 19th August 2012 So what was your first impression 

immediately you got out Of the Vaclav HavelFacialrHeavePrague? 

Interviewee was excited. I was just too excited to be in Europe for the first 

time. 
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I was smiling the whole time. I didnt reallydidn’t time to analyse my 

sanalysesings so much. I had to find a bus from Prague to Brno and so 

Bornmediately started asking people for directions. 

Surprisingly the first two people I met and tried speaking to couldn’t speak 

English at all, so I immediately became worried. So my first impression was 

(O. M. G not many people speak English so it’s probably going be hard living 

and communicating here). also got a fAlsong the people might not be 

friendly or too open because all the people met and politely smiled with 

didn’t return my courtesy. Interviewer: You said you got a bit sacred the 

people might not be friendly just because they didnt smile didn’t Does this 

mean it is the culture of people in Ghana to smile at acquaintances or 

random people they meet on the street all the time? Interviewee ; Yes. It is 

the typical culture or custom of people in my country to do this. 

First of all in Ghana we see ourselves as one people so we try to express this 

feeling to one another whenever we meet ourselves on the streets. o how is 

theOculture really like back home in Ghana? Interviewee , The culture back 

home is very traditional and religious. We like to emphasize on going to 

church, following cultural norms like respecting elders, exhibiting good moral

behaviour, mbehaviortiquette, attending festivals Interviewer: Has your 

experience of Czech culture change with the passage of time? Interviewee: 

Yes am making lots and a lots of friends now so I have come to realize that 

the people are not as cold or unfriendly as previously thought. 

I am also getting used to the food and the social way of life of the people my 

ge because IGEealized the youth like to party, drink and have lots of fun. 
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Somehow before coming here I and even during my first few weeks here I 

thought the people here were are really cold and boring. Interviewer: Do you 

miss home? Have you had any conflict or stress, relating to the difference in 

Czech culture and your culture? Interviewee: Yes. 

.. Every time I am hungry, because I don t really like the food here so much. 

There’s not much variety. I also miss the climate we have back home. Its 

warm and summer all year and we have a sea back home. 

I really hate the weather here. It’s too cold and epressing. Ipressingr: Would 

you describe the culture back home in Ghana as individualistic or 

Collectivism. 

Interviewee: Collective. We like to believe we are one people. So we all try to

behave in the same way Interviewer: Are you surprised of anything since you

came to the Czech Republic? Interviewee: Yes the level of Development is 

much more than I expected. 

I know it used to be a communist country but I didnt expectdidn’to have such

a good transportation system and such nicely structured city centers and big

shopping malls. Maybe was hoping it will 100k a bit lkickGhana. Interviewer: 

Have you encountered ny problem wNYh your stay here? Interviewee: Yes… 

First of all the language barrier makes it hard to communicate and feel 

settled here. 

Also there is a bit of racism when it comes to the issue of trying to get a job. 

Interviewer: ls there anyl’sifference in behavior, emotions, thinking between 
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home and Czech culture? Interviewee: Yes…. eople are moPeopleiendly back

home in Ghana. Interviewer: do you have any prejudice about Czech people?

Interviewee: Well, I used to think that they would be a bit cold when you 

meet them for the first time. That they won’t talk to you because they don’t 

know you. 

But that view which had of them is wrong, they are just not like that. They 

are simply nice people and I think am cool with them. Interviewer: Do you 

have any Czech friends (how many, how good, what common interests do 

you have with them)? Interviewee: I have many Czech friends. 

am not sure Amout the exact number. Maybe about 50. I do lots of sports, so

most of the time our common interest is sports and some occasional drinking

and partying. Interviewer: Have you changed since you got here? 

Interviewee: I have become more fun loving, individualistic, less religious 

because there’s no charismatic church close to me that I can go to on 

Sundays. I am also drinking more here than used to. I have almost become 

more practical in how I think and apply my knowledge. I have also become 

more punctual and showing up on time. 

Interviewer: What do you like or dislike here? Interviewee: I really like the 

Czech social infrastructure. Their transport system for instance is very good. 

It is reliable, safe and comfortable, and very cheap too. However, what I 

dislike about them is their food and climate and how they take too long to 

warm up to people. Interviewer: C] Thank you once again for taking time off 

your busy schedule to grant me this nterview forinterviews Cultural 

Psychology assignment. 
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am most gratAmul. Interviewee : L] My pleasure. 
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